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Key Points: 
 The contribution of urbanization to regional warming is robust in homogenized SAT data and ERA5 
reanalysis using different methods. 
 The spatial scale dependence of urbanization warming is investigated- the contribution of 
urbanization warming decreases when the scale increases. 
 Urbanization contribution exhibits distinct seasonal variation based on the uncertainty assessment.  
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Abstract 
The urbanization impacts on Surface Air Temperature (SAT) change in the Guangdong-Hong Kong-
Macao region (GHMR) from 1979 to 2018 are examined using homogeneous surface observations, 
reanalysis, and remote sensing. Results show that the warming due to urbanization tends to be smaller or 
insignificant as the spatial scale increases. The urbanization contribution to the local warming can reach as 
high as 50% in the center of each metropolis, remains high (~25%) in the Greater Bay Area (GBA), and 
decreases to about 10% in the whole GHMR. The warming in GHMR is nearly uniform throughout the day, 
and therefore the observed trend of the Diurnal Temperature Range (DTR) is not statistically significant. 
However, the urbanization contribution exhibits distinct seasonal variations, large in summer and autumn 
while smaller in winter and spring. 
Plain Language Summary 
The Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao region (GHMR), especially the Greater Bay Area (GBA), is a 
region typical of China’s economic development and rapid urbanization. To precisely assess how much the 
urbanization contributes to the regional warming, we comprehensively evaluate the urbanization warming 
and its uncertainties in GHMR by using more careful processed and assessed data (observations, reanalysis, 
and remote sensing) and different analysis methods. The results show that the warming due to urbanization 
tends to be smaller as the spatial scale increases: The contribution to the local warming can reach as high as 
50% in the metropolis, remains high (~25%) in GBA, and decreases to about 10% in GHMR. In addition, 
this paper systematically discusses the uncertainty in urbanization contribution detection, which was often 
neglected in the past detection. Based on the significance tests, urbanization warming is nearly uniform 
throughout the day, while it exhibits distinct seasonal variation. Our study also has important implications 
for understanding the influences of human activities on regional climate change for other regions 
experiencing rapid urbanization processes. 
 
1. Introduction 
As urbanization increases rapidly across the globe, the urbanization contribution to climate warming 
has been increasingly discussed. For the global average SAT change, studies indicated that the impact of 
urbanization on the contribution to the large-scale warming is of secondary importance, and is an order of 
magnitude smaller than the climate warming itself (Jones et al., 1990; Parker et al., 2004; IPCC, 2007; 2013; 
Li et al., 2020b). However, there are significant  differences ( from less than 5% to more than 40% of the 
total warming in China) and these lead to uncertainties in the urbanization contribution to national and 
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regional warming over China (Li et al., 2004; Ren et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2008; Yan et al., 2009; Yang et 
al., 2011; Yang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015;Wang et al., 2017; Ye et al., 2018), due to the use of different 
data sources and processing methods, such as the use of model data to assess the impact of urbanization on 
site records (Van Weverbeg et al., 2008; Koopmans et al., 2015), as well as different aspects of urbanization, 
such as the classification of urbanization level (Oke et al., 2017; Tysa et al., 2019). Therefore, accurate 
detection and extraction of the contribution of urbanization to the climate warming remain an important 
subject of study. 
The Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao region (GHMR, Figure 1a), especially the Greater Bay Area 
(GBA), is a typical region of China’s economic development and most rapid urbanization. Thus the 
urbanization effect on climate change in this region has been of great concern to scientists and the public (Li 
et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2004; Luo et al., 2017; Ye et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2019). Since 
there are no sufficient rural stations that can be used as a climate reference in this region, especially in the 
recent past, it is difficult in studying the contribution of urbanization to the warming and its uncertainty. 
Consequently, it has brought certain obstacles to quantitatively assess the urbanization impacts on people’s 
daily life and health issues (Yim et al, 2019; Yang et al., 2020). 
This paper will adopt different methods to systematically evaluate and compare the contribution of 
climate warming caused by urbanization at different spatial scales in this area (Metropolises, the GBA, and 
the whole GHMR area), and estimate the level of uncertainty based on different data. Our purpose is to 
provide scientific support for the regional climate change rules and the decision-making within government 
departments in response to climate change. Section 2 briefly introduces data and analysis methods used in 
this paper. Section 3 provides the analysis results of local urbanization warming contributions in all areas of 
the GHMR, the GBA, and Guangzhou and Shenzhen. Section 4 makes a systematic discussion on the 
analysis results and their uncertainties. Section 5 draws brief conclusions and proposes future research 
directions. 
2. Data and Methods 
2.1 Data and regions 
Our study focuses on the GHMR in China, including Guangdong province, Hong Kong and Macau, a 
total of 88 climate observation stations. Considering the differences due to the unbalanced economic 
development in the GHMR region, the analysis in this paper also specifically takes into account the regional 
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effect on the GBA (Figure 1a). 
The observational SAT data includes the monthly mean of daily maximum, daily minimum  and daily 
average temperatures. The time span of observations is from January 1965 to December 2018. The reanalysis 
SAT is widely used to evaluate the urbanization effects due to their not  assimilating surface observations 
like NCAR/NCEP (Kalnay and Cai, 2003) ,NCEP/DOE (Zhou et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2011; Wang et al., 
2018) or assimilating them in small weight like ERA-Interim (Goddard and Tett, 2019). The reanalysis used 
in this paper is derived from the ERA5 (the data selection rules are same with those in the ERA-Interim) of 
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF; Hersbach et al., 2020), and the time 
coverage is from January 1979 to December 2018 (see S1, S2 and Figure S1, Figure S2 in Supporting 
Information (SI)). We adopt MODIS Land Cover Type Yearly L3 Global 500m SIN Grid product MCD12Q1 
data and 2018 NPP-VIIRS nighttime light (NTL) remote sensing image data to characterize the degree of 
urbanization (Figure 1a) (see the detailed data (S3) and method (S4) in SI). 
 
Figure 1. (a) Digital elevation model information (DEM), spatial distribution of climate observation stations and the degree 
of urbanization (expressed by NPP_NTL) in Guangdong, Hong Kong and Macau (the quantities color scale shows the DEM 
value, and the gray scale shows the NPP_NTL value); (b) The urbanization effect on the GHMR detected by the OMR 
method during the period of 1979-2018 period, and the relationship between the urbanization trends and the NTL values in 
GBA (c) and GHMR (d)  
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2.2 Quantification of urbanization and uncertainty assessment 
All the stations are firstly divided into urban and rural stations based on the NTL (See the S5 in SI) in 
study regions, and then a regional weighted average series is calculated for the SAT time series with 
weightings from the loading of the 1st PCA mode , thus the regional temperature series would provide a good 
representation of regional temperature change as it will reduce impacts from several problematic stations (Li 
et al, 2004; and see the S5 in SI). The urbanization impact separation process is carried out as follows: 1) 
The difference between the regional average SAT series of all stations and the regional average SAT series 
of non-urban (rural) stations represents the urbanization impact of the region and is recorded as All Minus 
Rural (AMR); 2) 2m temperature data from ERA5 is interpolated to the SAT series for each observational 
site using an inverse distance interpolation (IDW) method, and then the difference between the Observation 
and the Reanalysis series is calculated as the impact of urbanization in this region, which is recorded it as 
Observation Minus Reanalysis (OMR) (See S6 in SI).  
The trend estimation and its significance at 5% level is calculated using the Restricted Maximum 
Likelihood (REML) method (Diggle, 1994; IPCC, 2007; 2013). Following Karl et al (2015), the data 
uncertainty (by perturbing the time series by its the standard deviation) and fitting uncertainty are combined 
to assess the total uncertainty of the SAT trends for urbanization warming. The fitting uncertainty is 
quantified using effective sampling size determined by lag-1 autocorrelation of time series considered (Li et 
al., 2020b; Huang et al., 2020).  
3. Results 
3.1 The warming trend in GHMR and its correlation with the urbanization indicator 
From Table 1, we can easily get the temperature trends of several Metropolises, the GBA, and the 
GHMR from 1979 to 2018. The annual average SAT trend is 0.410℃/10a in Guangzhou and 0.311℃/10a in 
Shenzhen, which is greater than the regional average warming trend (compared to GBA and GHMR). 
However, the rate of temperature warming in Hong Kong and Macau, which is significantly lower than the 
regional average warming level. The warming trend of Macao does not even pass the significance test at the 
5% level. For the whole GHMR, the  average temperature has significantly increased in the 40 years, and 
its linear trend is 0.248℃ /10a; for the GBA where urbanization is more concentrated, the average 
temperature trend is 0.278℃/10a. It is worth noting that the temperature trend in this region is similar to the 
global average (0.274±0.040℃/10a) (Li et al., 2020a), but still slightly lower than the national average for 
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China (0.379±0.044℃/10a) (Li et al., 2017) because the GHMR is located in the lower latitude region of 
China and the air temperature is regulated by the ocean in certain degree.  
Figure 1b shows the spatial distribution of the effect of urbanization on temperature based on the OMR 
method for all stations in the GHMR region interpolated with the ordinary Kriging, and the relationship 
between the degree of urbanization (represented by the nighttime light, NTL) and the SAT trends for 1979-
2018 in GBA (Fig. 1c) and GHMR (Fig. 1d). Unlike the result from Jones et al. (2008), the more significant 
urbanization effects are always seen in the larger cities, so this would likely be related to the urbanization of 
the surrounding areas near the observation stations in China (Fig. 1b). It should be pointed out that the OMR 
value in several stations is negative (the negative OMR value in 8 stations even passed the significant test at 
5% level), and that urbanization in this region may have a certain contribution to the warming of local SAT 
(Fig. 1b). As shown in Figures 1c and 1d, as the NTL increases, the trend of temperature warming of the 
stations (cities) generally increases, or the higher the NTL of the station is, the greater the SAT increases. It 
is a common feature that the warming of urban stations is higher than that of rural stations. However, the 
feature may have a large randomness and uncertainty (Figs. 1c and 1d). No matter whether for the whole of 
GHMR or the GBA, the fitting is not ideal since R2 is about 0.2 only. Due to the uneven distribution and 
sparse rural stations in the GBA and more than two-thirds of the weather stations in the core area are all 
urban stations (Figure 1a), only the OMR method is used to analyze the urbanization contribution in the 
GBA. 
3.2 The urbanization contribution to the annual SAT changes 
3.2.1 Urbanization contribution at local scale  
As shown in Table 1, the annual SAT anomalies of Guangzhou and Shenzhen since the 1979 have a 
warming trend in the observations from the central city station, in the reanalysis, and even in the observations 
from the surrounding rural station. It can also be seen from Table 1 that the warming trends obtained by 
OMR and AMR methods are slightly different, but their urbanization impacts are broadly similar. The similar 
urbanization impact indicates the robustness of the results from the perspective of methodology. For example, 
the urbanization contribution from the OMR method is 0.203℃/10a (approximately 49.5% of the total 
warming) in Guangzhou. The difference between Guangzhou city station and its nearby rural (average of the 
trends of Yingde Station and Fogang Station), namely the UMR method, is about 0.18℃/10a (about 43.9% 
of warming).  
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In contrast, for the two cities of Hong Kong and Macau, although temperature series of the observations 
and the reanalysis data show a trend of increasing temperature (Table1), the OMR difference among 
observations from Hong Kong Observatory Station, observations at Macau Station, and the ERA5 reanalysis 
at Macau Station and Hong Kong Station is much smaller. Furthermore, the difference quantifying 
urbanization contribution is insignificant at Hong Kong station. The warming trend of the observation series 
of the Macau station is much lower than that in ERA5, resulting in the urbanization contribution of -122.1% 
by OMR method. It seems that the reanalysis data would be less representative for this city since the 
reanalysis does not have the fine coastline/island detail). In addition, the observation data for Macau Station 
shows that its temperature trend does not pass the 5% significance test, so it is not statistically significant for 
studying urbanization warming. The low warming trend may be due to two reasons: 1) Urbanization for both 
cities (Hong Kong and Macau) is in a mature stage during the period of 1979 - 2018, and the warming effects 
in these two cities are lower (Jones et al., 2008); 2) The urbanization warming may be partly canceled by the 
heat exchange via sea-land Breeze Circulation or regulated by the maritime climate (Memon et al., 2011; 
Oke et al., 2017).  
3.2.2 Urbanization contribution at regional scales of GBA and the whole GHMR 
Figure 1b shows the urbanization effect on the GHMR detected by the OMR method in the past 40 
years. For the GHMR, the results from the OMR and AMR methods are very consistent with each other 
(Table 1). Our analysis indicates that the trend of the average SAT is 0.278℃/10a, and the annual average 
urbanization contribution is 0.077℃/10a (approximately 27.7% of warming) by the OMR method and 
0.031°C/10a (11.29%) by the AMR method. Both are lower than the values of 55.7% given by Chen et al. 
(2013). The main reason for the higher urbanization contribution in Chen et al. (2013) is that they used the 
UMR method for the regional urbanization contribution. Therefore, in terms of average temperature, the 
warming trend of the GBA is greater than that of the GHMR (ALL), and its urbanization warming 
contribution (OMR) is also significantly greater than that of GHMR. 
Table 1. Comparison of the trends and urbanization contribution of different annual temperature in the Metropolises, GBA and 
GHMR from 1979 to 2018 (OMR=Obs -ERA5; AMR=All_Obs -Rural_Obs) (Unit: ℃/10a. Trend: Mean±1.96 * Stand Error) 
 
Obs 
ERA5 OMR Contri AMR Contri 
All Rural City 
MEAN Guangzhou _ 0.230±0.050 0.410±0.094 0.207±0.096 0.203±0.045 49.50% 0.180±0.049 43.90% 
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Shenzhen _ 0.202±0.069 0.311±0.110 0.234±0.086 0.077±0.051 24.80% 0.109±0.045 35.10% 
Hong Kong _ _ 0.220±0.082 0.228±0.082 -0.009±0.035 -3.60% _ _ 
Macau _ _ 0.095±0.096 0.211±0.086 -0.116±0.043 -122.10% _ _ 
GBA 0.278±0.100 0.206±0.102 0.310±0.098 0.201±0.096 0.076±0.020 27.70% — — 
GHMR 0.248±0.094 0.220±0.090 0.276±0.100 0.229±0.090 0.019±0.016 7.66% 0.028±0.014 11.29% 
MAX 
GBA 0.292±0.118 — 0.320±0.118 _ — — 
GHMR 0.288±0.112 0.269±0.118 0.306±0.118 _ 0.019±0.020 6.60% 
MIN 
GBA 0.321±0.096 — 0.361±0.096 _ — — 
GHMR 0.279±0.094 0.243±0.094 0.316±0.096 _ 0.036±0.018 12.90% 
DTR 
GBA 0.007±0.080 — 0.014±0.073 _ — — 
GHMR 0.029±0.088 0.031±0.102 0.026±0.073 _ -0.002±0.018 -6.90% 
Note: the trends are statistically significant at the 5% level. 
As shown in Table 1, it is clear that the warming trends of maximum and minimum temperatures in the 
GBA are greater than those in the GHMR. However, the linear trends of their DTR in both the GBA and the 
GHMR do not pass the significance test. The urbanization contribution of daily minimum temperature 
warming is 0.036℃ /10a (approximately 12.90% of warming). The urbanization contribution of daily 
maximum temperature warming in GHMR estimated using the AMR method is 0.019℃/10a (approximately 
6.60% of warming), and the annual average DTR, its warming contribution is -0.002℃/10a, both do not pass 
the 5% significance test.  
Based on the analysis in Table 1, it is clear that the linear trends of the annual mean temperature, 
maximum temperature and minimum temperature in the GBA are greater than those in the GHMR. For the 
GBA region, the urbanization contribution of the annual mean minimum temperature warming is greater 
than that of the annual mean maximum temperature, which is consistent with previous studies (Chen et al., 
2011; Shi et al., 2019). For the annual mean DTR in the GHMR, both the trend and the urbanization 
contribution do not pass the significance test at 5% level, which suggests the warming in GHMR area is 
symmetrically uniform for both maximum and minimum temperatures.  
3.3 Seasonal variation in the urbanization contribution  
Our analyses indicate that the linear trends of the daily mean temperature in the four seasons in the 
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GBA are greater than those in the GHMR. The urbanization contributions to the warming in the four seasons 
in the GBA are greater than those in GHMR as well. Moreover, the temperatures in spring, summer, and 
autumn have significant warming trends, but not in winter due to their larger uncertainties (see S7 and Table 
S1 in SI). 
For mean temperature, for the entire region of GHMR, the urbanization contributions estimated by 
OMR and AMR methods are similar in terms of magnitude. The exceptional case is that the summer 
temperature trend (0.121℃/10a) from the reanalysis is much higher than that from the rural stations (0.087℃
/10a). The estimation by the AMR method shows that the urbanization contribution to the warming of 
summer temperatures reaches 32%. However, the urbanization contribution in the other three seasons is less 
than 10%. The urbanization contribution in summer and autumn seasons passes the 5% significance test, 
while not in spring and winter seasons. In contrast, the estimation by the OMR method shows that only the 
urbanization contribution (about 8%) in spring passes the 5% significance test. For the GBA, the results 
using the OMR method are as follows: The urbanization contribution is 0.058℃/10a (approximately 36.5%, 
which is the largest contribution) in summer, the urbanization contribution in the other three seasons of 
spring, autumn and winter is less than 26%. The urbanization contribution in all four seasons has passed the 
significance test at 5% level. 
We adopted the AMR method to analyze the impact of urbanization on the daily maximum (representing 
daytime temperature) and daily minimum temperature (representing nighttime temperature) for the four 
seasons for GHMR, since there is no monthly average maximum and minimum temperature data in ERA5, 
the OMR method is not applicable. For the average maximum temperature, the warming caused by 
urbanization in summer and autumn has the most significant contribution but it is less than 16%. For the 
average minimum temperature,the warming caused by urbanization in spring and summer has the most 
significant contribution, 13.5% and 23.4% respectively. For the mean DTR, the urbanization contribution to 
spring warming is negative (-0.04℃/10a; about -15.3%). The above results have passed the 5% significance 
test.   
The urbanization contributions in other seasons are not significant. For the maximum and minimum 
temperature in the entire GHMR (Table S1 in SI), the urbanization contribution in summer is the strongest, 
followed by autumn, which shows that urbanization has significantly increased the daytime and nighttime 
temperatures in urban areas in summer and autumn, but it has not significantly increased in spring and winter. 
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This has led to the seasonal variations being more significant. 
4. Discussion 
4.1 Relationship between urbanization contribution and spatial scales 
Through the above research, it has been found that as the urbanization degree in the study area becomes 
higher, the temperature increase is larger. By comparing the urbanization effects on the annual SAT of 
Guangzhou, the GBA, and the GHMR from 1979 to 2018, it is found that the urbanization contribution to 
the total warming decreases when the spatial scale enlarges (Fig.2a).  
For rapidly developing cities such as Guangzhou and Shenzhen, the warming caused by urbanization 
can reach up to 50%. In the rapidly urbanized area like the GBA, the warming caused by urbanization can 
reach about 20 to 35% of the total. For GHMR, the urbanization contribution is greater in some seasons (may 
exceed 10%). Overall, they do not exceed 10%. This would be related to the decrease of the urbanization 
rate when the spatial scale becomes larger. Also it is very consistent with the conclusion of the previous 
IPCC scientific evaluation reports (Jones et al., 1990; Parker, 2004; IPCC, 2007; 2013) and previous studies 
(Li et al, 2004; Wang et al, 2015). Since the GBA in southern China is one of the most developed regions 
and one of the most important new engines of economic development, our conclusions may provide a 
reference for  the detection and mitigation of the impacts of climate change in other similar regions over 
China. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of annual average temperature trends in Guangzhou, the GBA and the GHMR regions (a) and the 
contribution of urbanization warming of the four seasons in GBA and GHMR regions: MAM (b), JJA (c), SON (d), and DJF 
(e) 
Note: GZ-Guangzhou; FG-Fogang; YD-Yingde; SZ-Shenzhen; HK-Hong Kong; MA-Macao. Trend: Mean±1.96 * Stand Error. 
4.2 Uncertainties of urbanization contribution 
As mentioned in section 3, urbanization impacts on regional warming may differ due to using different 
methods and different data, which is termed as “broad uncertainties” by Chu et al. (2016). In other studies 
(Van Weverberg et al, 2008; Koopmans et al, 2015), the authors also discussed a high resolution 
mesoscale modelling study acting as an alternative method, especially for the study area like GBA with 
no detailed high quality observational data, which deserves trying in future investigation. Here we 
analyze the uncertainty of the urbanization warming trends detected by the OMR or AMR methods from the 
perspective of the statistical significance: When the trend is statistically significant, we conclude that 
urbanization impact on the local /regional warming is real. Otherwise, the urbanization has no significant 
effect in this region or city. Obviously, there are two situations where the impact of urbanization is considered 
as significant: First, the warming trend of the study area is significant, and the urbanization warming (by the 
OMR or UMR / AMR) is also significant, e.g., the OMR and UMR series of Guangzhou and Shenzhen in 
Table 1. Second, the warming trend of the study area is significant, and the urbanization contribution is 
significant by one method and larger than 10% by the other method. Based on these standards, we can obtain 
the following conclusions for the GHMR region: 1) the urbanization contribution for the cities (Hong Kong 
and Macau) highly affected by maritime climate is insignificant; 2) the urbanization contribution of DTR in 
the GHMR is insignificant; 3) the urbanization contribution is significant in spring and summer, insignificant 
in winter, and significant in annual average.  
5. Conclusions  
 In this paper, two commonly used urbanization detection methods are adopted to analyze the 
urbanization impacts on SAT changes from 1979 to 2018 at different spatial scales by using homogenized in 
situ observational data, Reanalysis and satellite remote sensing data. The main conclusions are as follows: 
The contribution of urbanization in GHMR to temperature trends decreases as the spatial scales increase. 
Urbanization has the highest impact on the temperature of two most important Metropolises of Guangzhou 
and Shenzhen since 1979, with a contribution of 43.9% and 35.1%, respectively. The urbanization 
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contribution to the warming in the GBA is about 10-25%, and the contribution of urbanization to the warming 
in GHMR is only 10%. For the annual and monthly mean temperature, ERA5 reanalysis data shows a good 
representation of the “non-urbanization” LSAT change in GHMR, showing that the urbanization signals in 
the annual mean warming are clear in GBA and GHMR regions. In particularly, the warming of urban 
stations is greater than that of non-urban stations, and the urbanization contribution is higher in cities than 
in the rural areas. In general, our present work provides a scientific reference for accurately assessing and 
mitigating the regional climate change in high-density urban areas and surrounding areas at different spatial 
scales. The findings reported here have important implications for understanding the influences of human 
activities on regional climate change for other regions experiencing rapid urbanization processes. 
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